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Introduction: The Syrian War, Mass Atrocities, Human Rights Abuses and International
Response
Beginning in Tunisia at the end of 2010, the Arab Spring brought similar popular protests through
various countries of the Arab world, from North Africa to the Middle East and Gulf. In March 2011,
the Arab Republic of Syria also saw itself shook by a civil uprising, ignited after the arrest and torture
of a group of children that did a graffiti of anti-government slogans in Daara 5. The demonstrations
requested not only the release of the children, but stood against the authoritarian, corrupt rule of the
Al-Assad family and the recession and rising unemployment connected to the 2008 financial crisis.
Protesters were met with an abhorrent level of violence: torture, arbitrary detentions and killings, ill
treatment, censorship and forced confessions were documented by Human Rights Watch in April
2011 6. By the end of July 2011, the defections to the Syrian Arab Army culminated in the formation
of the Free Syrian Army: the wave of protests of a few months before had officially turned into a civil
war. The following years were marked by intense escalation and factionalization of the conflict 7.
Consequently, the Syrian war has become increasingly complex, combining a series of proxy-wars
whose human costs have been exorbitant. Many international humanitarian laws were continuously
broken, and the Syrian population has endured with several war crimes and crimes against
humanity—such as incarceration, enforced disappearances 8, extrajudicial killings 9, torture 10, sexual
violence, humanitarian assistance blockage and bombing 11, destruction of cultural and world heritage
sites, chemical weapon attacks 12, deliberate civilian targeting (health care facilities 13, schools,
residential areas, etc.) culminating in over 13 million people displaced and 500,000 casualties 14. As
of today, the Syrian government has regained authority to most of the territory except for Idlib, the
last opposition fort, and Turkey is occupying an important part of Syrian territory. Parties continue
to disregard human rights in many ways 15.
There have been several, unsuccessful, attempts to resolve the Syrian crisis. A non-exhaustive list of
them will be discussed in this paragraph. Under the mandate of the United Nations Human Rights
Council, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic was
established in 2011. Through reports, policy papers, thematic papers, briefings and investigations, the
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Commission has been committed to expose the heinous atrocities and grave human rights violations
perpetrated within the country—including sexual and gender-based violence, detention and child
rights. 16 In particular, in 2012, Kofi Annan, Joint United Nations and Arab League Envoy to Syria,
presented a six-point peace plan to the UN Security Council, designed to end the conflict and resolve
the crisis. The document was accepted by the Syrian government 17. On the European level—one of
“the largest contributors to the international response to the Syrian conflict” 18 in terms of financial
support for those affected by the war—specific and targeted restrictive measures were taken in the
form of sanctions against the government of Syria. Plus, direct support to the population was
provided 19. However, European and other international efforts to halt the crisis have been met by
several vetoes on the part of Russia and China at the UN Security Council, blocking all possible
actions and interventions 20. More precisely, Russia vetoed thirteen resolutions that aimed at
investigating the use of chemical weapons during the conflict, introducing general measures (such as
a ceasefire, a truce in Aleppo and sanctions), addressing accountability (by urging the Security
Council to refer the Syrian case to the International Criminal Court 21) and protecting civilians (by
denouncing the government crackdown on the opposition and its perpetration of severe violations of
human rights). Finally, international and regional human rights organizations have strongly
condemned the violent acts committed by Syrian security forces, denounced crimes against humanity
and called for a harsher and more effective international response 22.
State of Play
This paper will focus on a particular instrument applied by a diversity of parties in the conflict:
artificial intelligence technologies. This matter is of utmost importance but has not found enough
attention from the international community. Not only the unregulated use and development of ISR
(Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) and military AI technologies have exponentially
increased the scope for mass atrocities in Syria, but the country has practically become a ground-test
battlefield in which those advancements are assessed and improved. Relevant, non-exhaustive,
activities of some of the state and non-state actors taking part in the Syrian conflict will be described,
and special attention will be drawn to the activities of some of the permanent members of the UN
Security Council—who bear distinct responsibility to building up international capabilities to prevent
16
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mass atrocity crimes despite their diverging geopolitical interests. Nonetheless, other actors in the
conflict were also contemplated.
Russia
● According to a report published (under Federal Government Contract) by CAN, a U.S. nonprofit research and analysis organization, Russia has been working on the modernization and
the development of its military observing the outcomes of its battlefield operations in Syria 23.
Indeed, the country’s “military leadership has [...] proclaimed the benefits of autonomy in the
Russian military’s experience in Syria” 24: Russia has used the Syrian battleground 25 to put in
use and evaluate different unmanned ground vehicles in order to carry out various activities
and missions, such as demining; intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR); logistics;
combat missions 26; use of robotics and unmanned vehicles; employment of technologies to
disturb enemy signals. It is also “in the process of incorporating these lessons learned through
conferences, roundtables, and new manuals” 27, thereby financially benefiting from the sale of
that very same armament. Two examples of this military advancement are Uran-9 and “the
Zavet” 28, whose tests on Syrian ground allowed the Russian military to discover and identify
system flaws, proceeding with the generation of improvements, solutions and upgrades 29.
● The deployment of AI weapons by Russia in Syria include the application of the tactical level
“Strelets-M”—a modernized wearable intelligence, command and communication complex
(KRUS)—which conducts strike drones on terrorist targets; and the testing of the “Ratnik”,
a personal combat uniform kit consisting of a system of advanced protective and
communication tools, weapons and ammunition that allows “a soldier to get continuously
updated information about the situation in the combat area”. 30
● Russia adopted jammers in order to disturb GPS-guided unmanned air vehicles 31 and
deployed tests of two loitering drones, Kub and Lancet. The Leer-3 system, a mid-range
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unmanned aerial vehicle that can interfere with enemy cell towers and hijack cellular
signals 32, was used too. The successful deployment of UAVs in Syria served Russia in its
objectives to concretely see the battlefield for the first time, to spy on enemies during nighttime and to correct artillery salvos. It is also likely that Russian soldiers were able to test a
tool called Glaz (“The Eye”), a small camera and sensor package users launch from a flare
gun that transmits data to soldiers while descending to the ground in a parachute 33.
● The deployment of short and mid-range ISR drone platforms in Syria has allowed Russia to
intensify its flight missions in the country, which keeps being used as a testing area for
Russia’s unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) technology to be employed in different missions.
In fact, “the MOD (Ministry of Defence) is using what it learned in Syria to build out domestic
and international expertise in demining operations” 34 as the Uran-6 and Uran-9 UGVs were
included in the Russia military arsenal after being tested in Syria. In particular, the
“transformer robot” Uran-9—able to easily destroy enemy armoured vehicles and military
aircrafts exclusively used during military operations with the Russian and Syrian armed
forces, including actions to push militants back, in order to provide military assistance to
Bashar Al-Assad's regime 35. This device can “be operated by remote control or unleashed to
perform autonomously. [...] The vehicle can automatically identify, detect, track and defend
enemy targets and uses detour pathfinding for obstacle avoidance”. 36
● The “Bylina”, a system “able to independently calculate and choose ways to attack enemy
structures [...] and to analyze the battlespace situation, detect and determine the nature of the
enemy’s goals, and select a way to eliminate or suppress them, without the need for
involvement by the system’s human operator” 37, was also tested. Russia further applied an
onboard information and control system called IUS-35 which “consists of several separate
computers that bring together separate information channels in the aircraft into a single
information feed that provides ‘intellectual support’ to the pilot for target acquisition and
aircraft combat manoeuvring”. 38 It has resulted in an increase of the raids carried out per day
thanks to “its ability to streamline pre-flight preparation and improve mental endurance by
the pilot” 39.
● Russia provided support for its naval forces through the employment of an underwater
reconnaissance robot called “Galtel” 40.
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United States
● In the United States, the Pentagon has established “Project Maven”, an algorithmic-warfare
team with the objective to investigate the role and support that AI may have in US counterterrorism operations in Syria 41. In particular, image recognition software could possibly be
employed in remotely piloted aircrafts to detect terrorist activity in Syria 42.
● The Switchblade 43, mentioned in the Pax report “Where to draw the line Increasing
Autonomy in Weapon Systems – Technology and Trends” 44, is a back-packable intelligence,
surveillance, and lethal platform that can be used both manually and autonomously 45. The
same organization states that around 4,000 Switchblades have been deployed by the US Army
in Afghanistan, and models have also been detected in Syria and Iraq.
China
● Skynet, the Chinese government’s smart surveillance system, has been used in Syria 46.
● A video released by Hezbollah-affiliated media in 2016 showed Chinese-made MZD-2
submunitions (type-90) being carried out against Syrian rebels 47.
Turkey
● In 2018, Turkey employed the MLRS (Multiple-launch rocket system)–a high-mobility
automatic system—to attack a convoy that was carrying arms and ammunition to the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)/People's Protection Units (YPG) militants in northern Syria.
Turkey has strongly made use of its unmanned systems in operations field, having “played a
major role in this engagement through pinpoint ISTAR inputs, enabling quick reaction and
precision strike opportunities”. 48
● Turkish Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) were deployed in military operations in Syria 49.
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● Anka-S drones were used by Turkey in its offensive against the Syrian Arab Army. These
weapons have been considered as crucial to Turkey’s success in the region. Syria represented
the “combat debut” 50 for this model and MAM-Ls (Smart Micro Munition, a family of
GPS/INS and laser-guided smart munitions produced by a Turkish defence industry
manufacturer), since the country presents an extremely hostile electronic warfare
environment 51. Thanks to the widespread use of drones (consequently benefiting from low
political exposure and even lower material and human costs), Turkey could rely on the
presence of proxy groups in Syria 52. Plus, it has also been reported that Turkish TB2s
(unmanned combat aerial vehicles) equipped with Turkish-made guided bombs killed 449
people in north-western Syria during the first months of 2018. In its way to become one of the
world’s most prolific users of killer drones, Turkey has in fact used these weapons against
ISIS in Syria (more specifically, in the northern part of the country), and the PKK 53. In 2020,
Turkey has decided to cooperate with a defence contractor in order to send out kamikaze
drones equipped with biometric facial recognition to its border with Syria 54.
Iran
● Iranian Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have been spotted in Syrian ground, deployed
“against both Islamic State (IS) and Syrian opposition targets” 55. Such devices reportedly have
also been used against the Kurdish in Northern Iraq and have actively prevented members
from the Yazidi community to return to their homes, as they are afraid of the strikes 56.
ISIS
● It is believed that ISIS has extended their UAV capabilities by acquiring “cheap and easily
accessible civilian drones, either for surveillance and reconnaissance or for offensive purposes
by fitting them with a variety of fixed or releasable explosives” 57. The first documentation of
interest in UAVs for surveillance goes back to August 2014, when the group purchased
commercial drones to gather battlefield intelligence and document suicide bombings 58, while
lethal UAV use can be first drawn back to October 2016, when a drone hit Kurdish and French
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positions in Northern Iraq, killing two people 59. It has also been reported that those devices
have increased the strategic stance of Daesh against the Iraqi Security Forces during the Battle
of Mosul in 2016 60.
● A 2016 report also states that ISIS has shown interest in using UAVs to deliver WMD, such
as chemical and biological weapons. It was disclosed that five Iraqi men have been arrested
by their homeland’s authorities after carrying out three workshops to ISIS on how to
manufacture chemical agents and place them in “toy planes” 61.
● Different kinds of drone bombs were deployed by ISIS: 40mm grenades (mostly used in Iraq,
especially in Mosul); unknown and unidentifiable warheads; grenades, considered a
mainstream ISIS weaponry (detected in Iraqi Tal Afar, and the Syrian towns of Hama and
Homs); shell warhead (seen in Syria, in Deir Ezzor, Raqqa and Salahuddin Province); white
shell, which actually seems to be conventional weapons (identified in Iraq, in the vicinities of
Al Rutbah); leaflets (seen in a video, being deployed in the Syrian city of Deir Ezzor) 62; and
kamikaze bombers (operated in the same locality) 63.
● Finally, recent academic research also points out that remote-piloted aircrafts (RPA) have
been employed by non-state groups “to claim legitimacy and effective control of territory,
introducing—in the case of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS)—a claim to de facto
sovereignty” 64. According to the authors, UAVs are conceived not only as combat air support,
but as “an integral part of ISIS propaganda machine” 65, appealing to the symbolic use of such
drones and working to gain both military-strategic and political battles.
Hezbollah
● There is evidence to support that the Lebanese Hezbollah has in its possession the Iranian
Ababil-2T UAVs and that it has been employed to support the group’s military campaign in
Syria 66.

On the positive side
While some use AI technologies for destruction, others focus on its constructive potential. As the
scope of this paper englobes the overall use of AI technologies in the framework of the Syrian conflict,
it may be useful to acknowledge not only the malignant employment of these devices but also their
potential to play a key, positive, role in mass atrocities prevention, victim rehabilitation,
accountability, justice, and reconstruction:
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Supportive Technology, p. 35. https://www.ctc.usma.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Drones-Report.pdf. See also Joby
Warrick, “Exclusive: Iraqi scientist says he helped ISIS make chemical weapons,” The Washington Post, 21 January
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/exclusive-iraqi-scientist-says-he-helped-isis-make2019,
chemical-weapons/2019/01/21/617cb8f0-0d35-11e9-831f-3aa2c2be4cbd_story.html; Jamie Crawford, “Report warns of
ISIS
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for
chemical
attacks,”
CNN,
20
October
2016.
https://edition.cnn.com/2016/10/20/politics/terrorist-groups-and-drones/index.html
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International Affairs, p. 956, vol. 96, no. 4, 2020, doi:10.1093/ia/iiaa014.
65
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● A group of researchers from the Chapman University, in California, utilizing deep-learning
techniques, label augmentation and spatial and temporal smoothing examined how highresolution satellite-imagery, processed through a specific AI model called Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), can be employed to reconstruct Syrian cities, automatically
identifying building destruction by detecting potential anomalies 67. Interestingly, this
automated destruction monitoring method can also be applied to render data collection more
efficient during conflict, as it still heavily relies on eyewitness reports and manual detection.
This advancement will allow data generation “with unprecedented scope, resolution, and
frequency—only limited by the available satellite imagery”–and therefore, exponentially
heighten the capacities of “media reporting, humanitarian relief efforts, human rights
monitoring, reconstruction initiatives, and academic studies of violent conflict” 68.
● Another example of a beneficial use of AI technologies has been related to documentation:
The Syrian Archive, a project run under the NGO Mnemonic 69, has developed a transparent
and replicable methodology to collect, preserve, process, verify and investigate data on human
rights violations in Syria rendered public by human rights investigators, advocates, media
reporters, and journalists. This initiative is an incredible tool not only to provide accountability
(by granting enough evidence to prove intent and war strategies) 70, but also to “humanise
victims, reduce the space for dispute over numbers killed, help societies understand the true
human costs of war, and support truth and reconciliation efforts” 71. A similar initiative has
been proposed by VFRAME—which brings the latest developments in computer vision to
human rights research—as they have developed a cluster munition detection algorithm in
order to automate the analysis of several million videos and locate their use in Syria.
● According to the estimate of the World Health Organization, more than 1 million Syrians
have sought refuge in Lebanon since the conflict began and one-fifth of them might suffer
from mental health disorders. As a response to this critical situation and the need for adequate
professional help, the Silicon Valley start-up X2AI, in collaboration with a non-governmental
organisation called Field Innovation Team (FIT), has developed “an artificially intelligent
chatbot called Karim that can have personalised text message conversations in Arabic to help
people with their emotional problems” 72, providing a proper response in the form of
comments, questions and recommendations. A Syrian refugee who fled to Lebanon reported
that talking to Karim “felt like I was talking to a real person” and that “a lot of Syrian refugees
have trauma and maybe this can help them overcome that.” 73
● The Syria Casualties Project, run by Carnegie Mellon University's Center for Human Rights
Science (CHRS) and Human Rights Data Analysis Group (HRDAG), have been developing
a video analysis toolbox for human rights work in order to estimate mass atrocities casualties
in Syria. Moreover, the machine learning and computer vision-based video analysis system
called Event Labeling through Analytic Media Processing (E-LAMP) has been created by
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the same university in order to monitor conflicts and human rights abuses and has already
been applied to the Syrian case 74.

Conclusion
● The Syrian battleground has explicitly and repeatedly been used to test the efficacy of AI
weapons, thereby identifying possible improvements. Since these products are later sold,
civilian populations are targeted--ethnic minorities in particular, such as the Kurds and the
Yazidis--accounting to violations to their right to life and the rule of proportionality 75 for the
sake of profitable commercialization by arms industries.
● Certain AI technologies--such as drones, for instance--are increasingly accessible to private
individuals. Therefore, non-state actors can easily purchase these devices. This allows terrorist
organizations, such as ISIS, to acquire this sort of equipment, possibly contributing to the
escalation of their atrocities.
● The Budapest Centre shares the concerns expressed by the Global Centre for the
Responsibility to Protect, which, in 2020, stated that “throughout the past nine years the UN
Security Council has consistently failed to uphold its responsibility to protect the Syrian
people” 76. This created an environment of unaccountability and impunity for war crimes and
crimes against humanity.
● The international community—including the Independent International Commission of
Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic—has not been paying adequate attention to the impact
of artificial intelligence when investigating the “widespread and systematic gross human
rights violations—amounting to crimes against humanity” 77 in Syria.
● Dissemination of more information and better transparency regarding the deployment and
misuse of AI technologies within the Syrian conflict are key to raising awareness and
effectively addressing the challenges relating to artificial intelligence in the context of mass
atrocities.
● The ineffective international response to the Syrian conflict also hampered the
universalization of legislation on the misuse of AI in conflict and on populations at risk of
mass atrocities. The elaboration of a comprehensive, legally binding, document on the use and
development of military and non-military AI devices is highly urgent, and its continued
stalling will only put more lives in line.
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